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Chester’s new cycling infrastructure in response to Covid 19
The Government’s lockdown in March emptied the roads,
enabling many people to discover the joys of cycling free from
the threat of vehicles. The Government instructed Councils
to capitalise on this to encourage walking & cycling.

Grosvenor Bridge.

In May the Department for Transport announced a
£250 million Emergency Active Travel Fund (EATF) for pop-up
cycle lanes with protected space for cycling, reallocated road
space, wider pavements, safer junctions, and cycle and busonly corridors. Fast-tracked statutory guidance became
effective immediately & infrastructure had to be in place within
weeks. The Guidance facilitated trialling the infrastructure, so
that it could be changed quickly as needed.

The EATF is being issued in two tranches. Tranche One is to support the installation of
temporary projects for the COVID-19 pandemic. Tranche Two is for the creation of
longer-term projects & allocation of funding is awaited from central Government.
Cheshire West And Chester Council was allocated £161,000 for Tranche One, for the
whole borough.
Public consultation on where infrastructure was needed, was invited via the 'Walk. Ride.
Thrive' interactive map and the Campaign had input via the Council's Active Travel
Forum. Schemes funded in Chester were:
•
Grosvenor Bridge (A483): cycle lanes on both approaches and highlighted cycle signs on
the bridge were installed. Grosvenor Bridge is part of Chester’s LCWIP priority route.
•

•

•

Boughton Corridor (A51): Between Sandy Lane & the Bars roundabout, one lane
of the dual carriageway in each direction became a cycle / bus / taxi / motorcycle
lane.
Liverpool Road Corridor (A5116): Between the Dale Camp & Countess Way, one
lane of the dual carriageway in each direction became a cycle / bus / taxi /
motorcycle lane.
A proportion of the funding will be used for monitoring and evaluation of the
above schemes. Another proportion has been used for road safety adult cycle
training programme, for which positive feedback has been received.

Opposition by car drivers to some of the schemes has been vociferous. The Campaign
view is that, whilst these schemes are far from perfect (lanes shared with buses, taxis
and motorcycles and starting and finishing in potentially heavy traffic), we fully support
the Council in trialling ways to allocate more space, on and off the highway, to Active
Travellers in general and to cyclists in particular.
Chester city centre and Boughton is an Air Quality Management Area due to poor air
quality. We have to keep working to mitigate problems caused by vehicles
travelling into Chester city centre.
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Chester Cycling Campaign is grateful to
Bartlett’s Solicitors for supporting the production of
Cycling Matters!
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Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan
Cheshire West And Chester’ Council’s “Walk. Ride. Thrive” Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan 20202030 was approved in July. Campaign members had been part of the LCWIP working group since it was
formed (June 2019).
LCWIPs are an England-wide initiative from central government to encourage local authorities to develop
realistic plans to encourage more people to cycle and/or walk. It is advantageous for local councils to have
an LCWIP when bidding for funds to improve infrastructure and is an essential part of the Council’s focus
on tackling the climate emergency”, which is one of its 6 priorities to 2024. The Council has declared a
Climate Emergency and aims to reach carbon neutrality by 2045 or earlier, preferably by 2030. This will
require a 17 per cent reduction in total travel demand & a 25 per cent reduction in car travel by 2025.
For each major urban area of the Borough: Chester, Ellesmere Port & Neston, Northwich, Frodsham & Helsby
and Winsford, the cycle & walking infrastructure improvements which would make most difference were
identified. For cycling in
Chester, the priority route
was a route linking the
station with Wrexham Road/
Lache - see map.
Campaign members were
keen that Grosvenor Bridge
should be made safer for
cyclists, rather than cyclists
being expected to only use
the route across the Old
Dee Bridge, so Grosvenor
Bridge was selected for
priority analysis.
Public consultation on the
draft plan produced over 700 replies, from individual residents, local stakeholder groups and organisations.
The Council deemed it an excellent example of partnership working.
The LCWIP has to be reviewed and updated approximately every four to five years to reflect progress made
with implementation. The Campaign are already working to build on the LCWIP process with our Chester
Cycle Map project - we are working on a cycling infrastructure plan for the whole of Chester.
One of the reasons for the Grosvenor Bridge scheme being selected for funding from the Emergency Active
Travel Fund is that it was in the LCWIP.
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Chester Cycle Map: the Campaign’s
Trailblazing Mapping Project
Thanks to the efforts of Nic Siddle, one of our Campaign members, and a group of indefatigable volunteers
including Eileen Morgan, our very own Inclusive Cycling Officer acting as consultant, the Campaign is carrying
out ground-breaking work mapping out cycling infrastructure across Chester & the surrounding areas.
This includes cycle lanes, cycle paths, junctions,
barriers and other features, especially those
which are obstacles to anyone wishing to use
adapted cycles as mobility aids, cargo bikes, cycles
with trailers, large bikes loaded with panniers,
tandems or electric mobility scooters.
The team’s work is truly impressive. The level of
detail on the maps now is fantastic – complete
with photos, grid references, measurements, etc.
We believe there can’t be many, if any, areas of
the country with such a detailed level of mapping,
particularly with a focus on accessibility.
The map is a work in progress. Not all areas of
Chester have yet been mapped and updates will
be needed as infrastructure changes are made.
It takes the form of an interactive Google Map
with layers for each type of feature mapped.

Extract from Chester Cycle Map

We see the map as an important tool and aim for it to be of use to the Council when planning cycling
infrastructure in Chester such as when updating the LCWIP. Some data from the Cycling Plan for South
East Chester has already been added.
Access Chester Cycle Map here
Want to Help? Volunteers who would like to be involved in this important and inclusive initiative would be
very welcome. Using the link below, please contact the Campaign with your details and how you
might be able to help. We will then put you in touch with Nic.
Contact Us About the Mapping Project

Additional cycle parking in Chester City Centre
The Campaign has been assisting the Council with the identification of suitable locations for more cycle parking in Chester City Centre as part of the
Covid19 active travel measures in Chester. On a very wet Thursday 18th June a group from the Campaign accompanied by Council Officers and Cllr.
Matt Bryan walked round the city centre to identify where additional cycle stands could be installed. Here are 4 new stands in Foregate Street
opposite Boots.
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Greenway barrier now accessible
thanks to Campaign’s Inclusivity Officer
Eileen Morgan, the Inclusive Cycling
Officer for Chester Cycling Campaign,
has recently had 2 big successes:


Getting the Mickle Trafford
barrier on the Millennium
Greenway changed so that it is
now accessible.



Receiving local and national
recognition for her campaigning
on behalf of those in the
community who use their cycle
as an essential mobility aid.

Eileen pictured using an adapted cycle with Kierson Wise, Sustrans Project Manager
for ‘Paths for Everyone’ and local Sustrans representative Ali Dore.

The chicane gates at the Mickle Trafford end of the Chester Greenway - only 150m away from the Meadow Lea coffee shop were impossible to pass through for many adapted cycles. Eileen worked with Sustrans, the national Cycling and Walking
charity, and played a key role in launching their ‘Raise the Bar appeal’ to help remove or redesign restrictive barriers on
Sustrans routes, to create a more inclusive Network. The Mickle Trafford barrier has now been modified to enable easy access
for all adapted cycles, wheelchairs, buggies and mobility scooters. See photo. Sustrans used Eileen’s success on their
publicity: click here
Eileen’s success locally has recently gained her national recognition in a virtual social chat held by ‘Wheels for Wellbeing’ (the
UK’s leading campaigning organisation on behalf of Disabled cyclists) to review the opportunity to promote electric bikes as
mobility aids. Their campaign ‘My Cycle, My Mobility Aid’ is for legal recognition of cycles as mobility aids. An example of
the issues is Eileen being told that she is not allowed to ride her bike to access the platform areas at Chester Station
because her mobility aid is a ‘cycle’ not a wheelchair and cycles have be dismounted & pushed - which is impossible when
your cycle is your solution to not being able to walk far!
She also has a high level of input into the Campaign’s Chester Cycle Map project , identifying locations in and around Chester
which represent difficulties to those using a wide variety of mobility aids and specially adapted bikes.
Eileen’s rare spinal condition (diastematomyelia) means that she is dependent on wheeled transport outside her home. After
trying an electric bike 5 years ago at a disabled charity event and finding it gave her a sense of freedom that she had
previously been unable to enjoy, she began searching for the cycle to suit her specific needs - it took 3 years to find it!
“Cycling is one of the few activities that keeps me fit without giving me severe discomfort. A standard wheelchair is far too
uncomfortable. I can cycle for much longer than I can sit in a wheelchair or a mobility scooter. I just love the wonderful
feeling of freedom that it gives me”. She is currently testing out a mountain trike which will enable her to access uneven
paths, off road and beaches - places a conventional wheelchair cannot go.
It is important that local authorities consider path widths, restrictive barriers and bollards and the availability of charging
units for those using e-bikes or mobility scooters. We also need a new permit scheme similar to the blue badge, to enable
those using e-bikes as a mobility aid to legally access pedestrian zones, station platforms, etc.
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CHESTER CYCLING CAMPAIGN
Cycling is healthy, cheap, fast, and clean. It
could be a key part of solving our transport
problems and ensuring the prosperity of
Chester. Chester Cycling Campaign is working
towards a better, greener city by making cycling
a safe and attractive transport option.

The Campaign supports the work of 20’s Plenty, a
national organisation formed to campaign for the
implementation of 20 mph as the default speed limit on
residential roads in the UK.
We are also campaigning for:
 100

kms of cycle routes around the city

 safe

routes to schools

 better

city centre access

 two-way
 free

cycle flows on one-way streets

carriage of bikes on trains

 better

bike parking facilities

Chester Cycling Campaign Website: www.chestercyclecity.org
Chester Cycling Campaign Email: enquiries@chestercyclecity.org

How you can help:
•
•
•
•
•

Join the Campaign using the form overleaf
Take part in our campaign initiatives
Send us ideas for improving cycling facilities
Make a donation
Spread the word!
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New cycle stands for Faulkner Street, Hoole
Campaign members contributed suggestions to the Council for measures which
were installed in Faulkner Street, Hoole, in September, to help both social distancing
and active travel.
Several parking bays have
been removed to make
space for people to keep 2m
apart outside shops.
Attractive planters have been
placed to mark the border of
the area, replacing the cones
which had used for a short
time, and a cycle stand has
been installed at one end. It
is great to see a cycle stand
where previously there were
only parking spaces for
vehicles.

The new planters and cycle stand in Faulkner Street.

The new arrangements are temporary and will be reviewed. If, like us, you like
them, please do let the Council know.
In Bishop Street car park
behind Faulkner Street and
Charles Street, 4 new
“Sheffield” type cycle
stands have been installed.
These are a welcome
update & replace an older
style cycle stand found all
around Chester. Sheffield
stands are versatile - many
types of cycles can easily
be secured to a Sheffield
stand.
The new cycle stands in Bishop Street car park.
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Cycling Plan for South East Chester
Several Campaign members put in many hours of work over the summer developing a Cycling Plan
for South East Chester.
Five Parish Councils in South East Chester: Great Boughton, Littleton, Christleton, Waverton and
Huntington have joined together with a view to reducing dependence on car travel in their area of
Chester. This requires an improvement in public transport in conjunction with an increase in
active travel, i.e. walking and cycling. But people are deterred from cycling by poor infrastructure,
so a plan for improvement is needed. The Cycling Plan endeavours to give the Parish Councils an
achievable means by which their community can become more cycle friendly.
The existing cycling infrastructure of each parish was mapped and required improvements were
noted. We looked at existing cycle routes, including how usable they are at junctions, their
condition including maintenance
requirements, where new cycle
routes are needed, existing cycle
parking, where more cycle parking
is needed and routes in, around
and out of each parish.
Accessibility for those using nonstandard cycles was taken into
account, as was the increased use
of electric cycles: Chester has
seen a significant increase in sales
over the last year. Out of this
came recommendations for
improvements, which were then
co-ordinated between the five
parishes to provide a coherent
and robust plan.

Map from the Cycling Plan for South East Chester

The Plan covers shorter trips to access places of education, shops, workplaces, recreation etc. and
also longer routes such as to schools in adjacent parishes and across the city, the city centre and
the railway station. The emphasis is on essential routes rather than those for leisure purposes.
Each Parish has approved its own Plan and the overall Cycling Plan for South East Chester, which
has now been submitted to Chester West and Chester Council. It was also sent to Sustrans to
ensure that the proposals meet their much larger network objectives. Data collected have already
been added to the Campaign’s Chester Cycle Map project. Since there are no proposals in the
LCWIP for South East Chester, this Plan provides a robust plan to back future bids for funding.
Key recommendations include:
•
Christleton - A41 railway bridge-new pedestrian & cycle bridge.
•
Littleton - Toucan crossing at A51/Hare Lane.
•
Great Boughton - A5115 Christleton Road Segregated/Advisory Cycle Lanes each side.
•
Huntington - Shared user path to Christleton.
•
Waverton - Cycle parking.
Access the Plan on the Chester Cycling Campaign website:
https://www.chestercyclecity.org/
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Go Clockwise on the inner ring road for a year!
A new rain and surface water drainage tunnel is being installed in Chester city centre. This
is a major infrastructure project that will take approximately one year to complete. It
starts on 16 November and will require significant re-routing of inner ring road traffic,
because the new drain will run under Princess Street south along St. Martin's Way,
Nicholas Street, Grosvenor Road and Castle Drive, and will end with a new outfall into the
River Dee.

The solution is that traffic will be become one-way, clockwise, for two thirds of the ring
road—see map below.

Cyclists can of course use the inner ring road, but if they wish to avoid it, the following
streets can be used:
 Dee Lane
 The Groves
 Castle Drive
 Black Friars
 Nuns Road
 Weaver Street
 City Walls Road
 King Street
The Campaign is working with the Council to support cycling access to, and through,
the city centre.
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